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Overview 

The author interviewed 100 highly successful 
“Somebodies” in order to determine what choices they 
made when they were just “Nobodies” that led to their
wondrous success. Presented here are the findings, 
from early career decisions, to the importance of self-
awareness, to how they viewed risk-taking. 

“These leaders worried less about one key formula to 
discovering destiny, and more about the fundamentals: how 

to be yourself, how to find yourself, and how to translate 
knowledge of your identity into fruitful work.” 

Introduction 

Many educated young people are asking the same big 
questions about their lives, but are not sure how to act 
on them. Modern civilization has allowed greater 
luxuries, but this can often lead to indecision or 
complacency. Young people are hungry for a 
perspective on how to move from aspirations to 
accomplishment. The author sought out the wisdom of 
100 successful leaders, focusing on their early career 
developments – when they were effectively Nobodies. 

Lesson 1: Ride the Rocket, 
5 Paths to Enlightenment 

How did these leaders choose their first jobs?  

x Random Walk: This method is the least direct, 
where leaders did not start with a precise career vision 
but had a more open-ended approach to their destinies. 
x Open-Ended Exploration: This approach is a bit 
more focused than Random Walk. These individuals 
were open to surprises and turns of events. They used 
their early jobs to explore their passions, but believed 
they were meant to end up in a specific profession. 
x Close-Ended Exploration: These individuals were 
fairly sure about what they wished to do, and found 
jobs and opportunities where their passions lied. They 
examined jobs with a specific career path in mind. 

x Killer Excellence after Expedience: Sometimes 
individuals are boxed into their first careers because of 
financial or family reasons. This pathway supported 
the idea of accidental destiny, where individuals used 
opportunities to the best of their advantage. 
x Trailblazing: Not certain that there was something 
specific enough for them, certain individuals created 
their own jobs or niches in society instead of working 
with existing careers or companies. 

Lesson 2. Run Towards Yourself, Not Away 

What knowledge or habits helped leaders discover 
their careers? There are 4 threads of self-knowledge:  

1. Strong Self Awareness: Leaders found out their own 
personal likes, dislikes, strengths, and weaknesses as 
they explored their early careers. They profited from 
increased introspection and listening to their instincts. 
2. Playing Toward Strengths and Away from 
Weakness: Leaders were very aware of their own 
limitations and exploited their respective strengths for 
a competitive advantage. They pushed their egos to the 
side and were not afraid to develop lopsided 
capabilities. For example, Alan Heeger (Nobel Prize 
Winning Chemist, 2000) focused on experimentation 
(his strength) rather than his theoretical work.  
3. Emphasis on Personal Authenticity and Integrity: 
Leaders frequently brought up the importance of 
personal integrity. Reputation is everything. Always 
present your best and honest self.  
4. Pragmatic Decision-Making Processes: Leaders 
varied in their decision-making speeds, but all spoke of 
their reliance on gut instinct and self-knowledge. This 
gave these individuals the ability to examine decisions 
with an intimate knowledge of their personal growth. 

“It sounds simple but was actually profoundly
important: he moved towards his likes, away from 
his dislikes; towards his strengths, away from his 
weaknesses; and towards himself, not away.” 


